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Our Mission
Our Vision
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To combat modern slavery
To empower and to widen employment
opportunities for local people, primarily
educated youth in the developing countries

A slave-free world, where everyone is
equally valued, respected and able to
flourish.
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Humanity Research Consultancy (HRC) is a social enterprise providing expert supply chain
investigation, training, and consultancy services to governments, NGOs, and corporations.
HRC’s local evidence-based insights empower policymakers to end forced labour, modern
slavery, and human trafficking, globally. Connecting clients to experts from more than 50
countries, HRC specialises in providing local culturally sensitive insights, nuanced field
investigation, and research.

HRC is supported by:

Reporting Period: September 2019 - September 2021
Humanity Research Consultancy Limited is a UK-registered company.
Company Registration number: 12195368
Copyright Humanity Research Consultancy
— All rights reserved.
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Our Values

Equality

We work to create a more equal and
equitable world for all

Collaboration
We are a global consultancy and believe
in the power of collaboration and creating
synergy to end modern slavery
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Justice

We are impartial in our approach as we
work to ensure justice for all, especially
the most vulnerable and the marginalised

Sustainability
We believe in creating a long-lasting and
positive impact on diverse communities
through our work
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September 2019

Timeline 2019 - 2020

HRC officially registered in the UK
Company House

January 2020
HRC website created

March 2020
HRC started working with International
Labor Rights Forum (ILFR) to draft the
diagnostic report (March-June)

March 2020
Position offered in the ASPECT
SUCCESS programme

June 2020
Started working with FairSquare for the
Five Migration Corridor Projects

June 2020
Started working with the Institute of
Development Studies (IDS) for the
project to understand successful
reintegration for survivors of human
trafficking

September 2020
First HRC fellowship programme
launched (first session hosted)
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January 2021
Started working with Plan International
for the SAFE Seas project to map the
labour supply chain from Indonesian
fishermen to Chinese, Korean, and
Taiwanese vessels (Jan-April)

January 2021
Started the recruitment of the HRC Pool
of Consultants

February 2021
Began working with the Global Labor
Justice - International Labor Rights Forum
(GLJ-ILRF) for the Seafood Campaign
Consultant to support the Seafood
Workers’ Rights Campaign in Taiwan
(Feb-June)

March 2021
Work began with IDS for the trafficking
victim identification project in
Bangladesh, Cambodia, and Taiwan

March 2021
Started working with the British Institute
of International & Comparative Law
(BIICL) for the Determinant of Human
Trafficking Project for Bahrain (May-Aug)

July 2021
Continued collaboration with the
Global Labor Justice - International
Labor Rights Forum (GLJ-ILRF) for the
Seafood Campaign Consultant to
support the Seafood Workers’ Rights
Campaign in Taiwan (July-Nov)
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Message From Our Director
Starting
from
launching
our
experimental fellowship programme in
2019, we quickly attracted passionate
young professionals from all over the
world to join us. As of the end of
September
2021,
there
are
professionals from 50+ countries in our
Pool of Consultants, particularly in
countries where ending modern slavery
are most urgently needed.

HRC is two years old!
In the summer of 2018, I was inspired by
my faith to start an innovative
consultancy. In 2021, here we are with
our very first impact report. I feel
extremely grateful for the trust and
support we have received. It has been
an incredible journey.
In September of 2019, HRC was
officially registered in the UK. The
mission was clear, to end slavery
through providing the consultancy
service to the key decision-makers and,
instead of achieving this with western
consultants, we aspire to train and
provide employment opportunities to
professionals who are local to the
regions we are researching.
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Despite the challenge of COVID, HRC
has continued to attract clients and gain
increased visibility and reputation. Just
to share a few examples, we have
supported our clients to understand
how to better support trafficking
survivors returning to Cambodia and
Bangladesh;
to
discover
the
determinant of human trafficking in
Bahrain, and to craft advocacy
strategies to improve labour rights in
the fishing industry in Taiwan.
We connect communities, advance the
research skills of our local researchers,
create dialogues with government
officials, and deliver training to different
stakeholders. While it's not easy to
quantify the impact of our qualitative
research and consultancy work, we try
our best to measure and present this
report, as a baseline for our growth in
the future.
Mina Chiang, Director
Humanity Research Consultancy

79 survivors
and 200+
relevant
stakeholders
interviewed

Donation to 6
charities

Reach
2019-2021
11 times in the
media

32 paid
opportunities
for consultants

8 reports
produced

23 NGOs we
worked together
with

66 educational
/advocacy posts
created on
LinkedIn

28 Consultants from
around 25 countries,
officially joined
HRC's Pool of
Consultants; with
ability to reach
consultants in 50+
countries

900+ followers
on our social
media
(LinkedIn)
24 government
officials
engagement
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26 languages
spoken in our
team of
consultants

Measuring Our Progress
At HRC, we have clearly defined, actionable,

In the past two years, HRC has also increased

and measurable goals that help us measure our

and continues to grow its engagement with

progress and demonstrate social impact. This

young professionals from developing countries

report

work

to develop analytical consultancy skills and

effectively to the relevant stakeholders. We

deepen the understanding of modern slavery,

believe that by measuring our progress, we are

globally. By building our professional network

demonstrating transparency and accountability

of

for the impact that we are creating.

professional employment opportunities for

helps

us

communicate

our

consultants,

we

have

widened

the

young professionals from developing countries.
Our

engagement

with

various

national

Measuring our progress and impact enables us

governments to influence policy and laws that

to create systemic and sustainable change, and

help tackle modern slavery along with our

helps generate greater credibility with different

efforts to ensure clean supply chains has led to

stakeholders. Seeing the results of our work

the reduction in the likelihood of people being

motivates us to keep doing better each day to

enslaved in the supply chain of consumer

create

goods.

exploitation.

a

world

free

from

slavery

and

How we measure our progress?
Number of

Number of young

governmental

company policies

professionals from

laws changed to

changed to

developing countries

tackle modern

ensure clean

develop analytical

slavery

supply chains

consultancy skills

Reduce the
likelihood of people
being enslaved in
the supply chain of
consumer goods
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Number of young

Number of

professionals in the
developing countries
gaining proven
professional consultancy
experience

Widen the professional
employment
opportunities for
young professionals in
the developing
countries
HRC Impact Report 2019-21

Overview: Our Work
Stand with us and other visionary decision-makers
to end modern slavery and extreme abuse in supply chains
and societies, globally.

Humanity Research Consultancy (HRC) is a

For instance, we presented our findings of the

social enterprise, providing expert supply chain

Reintegration

investigation, training, and consultancy services

government, and we received very positive

to

non-governmental

and promising responses from the government.

organisations (NGOs), and corporations. HRC’s

They further promised to implement the 10

local

recommendations that we listed in the project

governments,
evidence-based

insights

empower

policymakers to end forced labour, modern

project

to

the

Bangladesh

(download and read the report here).

slavery, and human trafficking, globally.
Operating as a social enterprise, HRC earns its
Our services have helped governments to

revenue from trading income and commits to

shape evidence-based policies to end modern

reinvesting more than half its surplus into its

slavery and practices associated with it.

social mission.

Through our work, we enable private sector
companies to ensure that their supply chains

We are grateful to our supporters – the

are free from extreme human rights abuses.

individuals,

donors,

partners,

and

other

organisations who are steadfastly working in
While modern slavery is most prevalent in

pursuit of ending modern slavery around the

developing

are

world. We are grateful to them for doing

overwhelmingly from the West and often

amazing work with us, enabling us to collect

face linguistic and cultural barriers. The

local insights for global impacts, and giving

engagement of local experts is desperately

hope to some of the most vulnerable people in

needed in the fight against slavery. HRC is

society.

countries,

experts

solving the problem for government, business,
and NGOs, through prioritising the role of local
people.
In the past two years, HRC has come across
people who are victims/survivors of modern
slavery and were desperately wanting to
escape their exploiters. Through our research
projects in the field, we have been able to
influence key policy decisions that directly
impact the victims (including the potential
victims) and survivors of modern slavery.
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It is incredible to see how far we’ve come in

We constantly encourage people to educate

the past two years – from officially registering

themselves

HRC in September 2019, to delivering our first

understand how, where, and why it exists.

fellowship in September 2020. It has also been

Keeping this thought in mind, we also delivered

remarkable to establish our pool of 28

our first training course to all our consultants

consultants from 25 countries. On top of that,

and

we have consultants in around 50 countries that

feedback from them.

about

received

modern

positive

and

slavery

and

constructive

are not directly in our pool of consultants but
they collaborate with us as projects come up.

At HRC, we strongly believe that to establish a

We are extremely proud to have a global and

fair and equitable world, there is a need to

multi-cultural network of consultants from all

eliminate all forms of discrimination and other

around the world.

forms of disparities. Through our work, we aim
to uphold the desire to live and act together,

Starting in April 2021, we have held several

united in differences and diversity, to build a

virtual meetings with our pool of consultants

sustainable world of peace, solidarity, and

where we have shared our work and updates

harmony.

on modern slavery and other development
challenges

existing

around

the

world.

All the evidence shows that our work is needed

Acknowledging the depth and the seriousness

more than ever before, especially since the

of the development work we do, we ensure to

outbreak of the pandemic, so please keep

keep our meetings balanced with informal

reading, remain inspired by what we are doing,

sessions where we have conversations about

and join us in continuing our fight against

our daily lives and also conduct some insightful

modern slavery in 2021 and the years ahead.

activities.
We strongly believe that the combined efforts
of consumers, governments, and companies
have the potential to end modern slavery,
servitude, and exploitation in the supply chains.
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Slavery is theft - theft of a life, theft of work, theft of any property
or produce, theft even of the children a slave might have borne.
—Kevin Bales (co-founder and former president of Free the Slaves)

As our expertise has been recognised in the field,
our Director Mina Chiang has been invited to be a
member of multiple groups that aims to combat
modern slavery.

Rotary Action Group Against
Slavery (RAGAS) Board Member
Mina has been serving as a RAGAS board member
since 2020. Rotary is a global network of 1.2
million neighbours, friends, leaders, and problemsolvers who see a world where people unite and
take action to create lasting change across the
globe.

Delta 8.7 Policy Guide
Working Group Member
Delta 8.7 aims to help policymakers understand
“effective measures” to end forced labour,
modern slavery, human trafficking and child
labour that Member States committed to take by
2030 as stated in SDG Target 8.7. Delta 8.7 is a
contribution by United Nations University Centre
for Policy Research to Alliance 8.7

Freedom Collaborative
Advisory Committee
In August 2021, Mina joined the Advisory
Committee of the Freedom Collaborative.
Freedom Collaborative was the first cross-border
online forum for anti-trafficking service providers
and has established itself as the largest
community of activists working to end forced
labour and exploitation globally.
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The Modern World of Modern Slavery
Every day, millions of people across the
world are forced to work with their
passports or salaries withheld, children
work in perilous conditions in mines, and
young women and girls are forced to marry
against their will. People work in dangerous
conditions with threats of violence in order
to produce the clothes we wear, the food
we consume, and the products we buy. All
these forms of exploitation come under the
umbrella term 'modern slavery’.

Although modern slavery affects an
enormous variety of people, certain groups
are more at risk than others:
Women and girls are more at risk than
men and boys and accounted for 71% of
victims in 2017 (ILO, 2017), the vast
majority of those being sexually
exploited are girls and women.
Children are particularly at risk of being
trafficked or becoming victims of
modern slavery
War and instability often makes people
vulnerable to exploitation and human
trafficking,
and
groups
including
refugees and victims of genocide are at
an increased risk of becoming victims of
modern slavery.

Global Agenda
Target 8.7

Marginal groups are also vulnerable to
exploitation including migrant workers
and those from lower castes or from
indigenous communities.

The term modern slavery does not yet have
a universal definition across different
stakeholders and can be referred to as
trafficking in persons or other terms
depending on the context. Essentially, it
refers to situations of exploitation that a
person cannot refuse or leave because of
threats, violence, coercion, deception,
and/or abuse of power. Because of its
flexibility, it is a powerful term that can
appropriately apply to all forms of extreme
exploitation.
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Slavery occurs across the world, yet
one of the barriers to knowing the
full extent of the problem is that
slaves may often be hidden, and
practices of modern slavery are
difficult to uncover. However, HRC
is a revolutionary consultancy. We
prioritise training and employing
researchers who are local to the
region we are researching. This has
enabled us to reveal locally
harvested, richly nuanced insights.
HRC Impact Report 2019-21

It is a sad reality that even in the present
day, men, women, and children all
over the world remain victims of
modern slavery.

40.3

million people (globally) are
estimated victims of modern
slavery

71

percent of women and girls
account for identified victims of
modern slavery

15

25

percent of children are
victims of modern slavery

150

billion US Dollars of illegal
profits generated from
modern slavery
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Sustainable Development Goals and Targets
Related to Modern Slavery

Despite
the
existence
of
various
conventions on forced labour and the
protocol on human trafficking, practices of
slave-like exploitation remain and this has
led to the development of Sustainable
Development Goal (SDG) 8.7. The
Sustainable Development Goals were set in
2015 by the United Nations General
Assembly and intended to be achieved by
the year 2030. Needless to say, we have
less than a decade to achieve them.

HRC is founded with the goal to end
modern slavery and we envision a world
that advances the SDGs. Ending modern
slavery is related to the SDG goals
mentioned below.

Goal 8 aims to achieve ‘decent work for
all’, and includes SDG 8.7 which aims to
take ‘immediate and effective measures to
eradicate forced labour, end modern
slavery and human trafficking, and secure
the prohibition and elimination of the worst
forms of child labour’. Our work directly
aligns with goal 8 and the targets under
this goal encourages us to strategically
make
decisions
that
influence
governments, policymakers, and NGOs to
end modern slavery.

and use of child soldiers, and by 2025 end
child labour in all its forms.

Target 8.5
By 2030, achieve full and productive
employment and decent work for all
women and men, including for young
people and persons with disabilities, and
equal pay for work of equal value.
Target 8.7
Take immediate and effective measures to
eradicate forced labour, end modern
slavery and human trafficking and secure
the prohibition and elimination of the worst
forms of child labour, including recruitment
16

Target 8.8
Protect labour rights and promote safe and
secure working environments for all
workers, including migrant workers, in
particular, women migrants, and those in
precarious employment.
Sustainable Development Goal 10 aims at
reducing inequality within and among
countries. In the past two years, HRC has
also worked towards achieving the four
targets (written below) under SDG 10.
Through our work, we aim to understand,
reduce, and prevent the specific risks of
modern slavery in supply chains and
eliminate inequalities and exploitation.
Target 10.3
Ensure equal opportunity and reduce
inequalities of outcome, including by
eliminating discriminatory laws, policies,
and practices and promoting appropriate
legislation, policies, and action in this
regard.
HRC Impact Report 2019-21

Target 10.4
Adopt policies, especially fiscal, wage,
and social protection policies, and
progressively achieve greater equality.
Target 10.5
Improve the regulation and monitoring of
global financial markets and institutions and
strengthen the implementation of such
regulations.
Target 10.7
Facilitate orderly, safe, regular and
responsible migration and mobility of
people,
including
through
the
implementation of planned and wellmanaged migration policies.
Modern slavery is a modern-day problem.
However, it exists because of deeply
embedded historical social norms and
global inequalities. Goal 16 emphasises on
promoting just, peaceful and inclusive
societies. The projects we have worked on
(next
section)
have
significantly
contributed towards attaining a violencefree and a more equal world. Below are
the three targets under SDG 16 that align
with our work.
Target 16.1
Significantly reduce all forms of violence
and related death rates everywhere.
Target 16.2
End abuse, exploitation, trafficking, and all
forms of violence against and torture of
children.
Target 16.3
Promote the rule of law at the national and
international levels and ensure equal
access to justice for all.

17
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Our Projects: The Impact of Our Work

Fair Square – Five Corridors Project

Plan International – SAFE Seas Project

We collected data for the UK-registered
organisation FairSquare on its Five
Corridors Project. The project involved indepth interviews with more than 30
stakeholders, such as government officials,
recruitment agencies, and grassroots
organisations in Taiwan.

The Safe Seas (The Safeguarding Against
and Addressing Fishers’ Exploitation at Sea)
Project is a project run by Plan
International with the objective of
combatting forced labour and trafficking in
person on fishing vessels.

Through the Five Corridors Project, we
assessed the effectiveness of states in
ensuring that the recruitment of their
nationals
working
abroad,
or
the
recruitment of foreign nationals into their
domestic labour markets, is done in a way
that protects migrant workers’ fundamental
rights.
Through this project, we enhanced the
understanding of how governments can
strengthen regulatory and enforcement
mechanisms to address abusive and
fraudulent recruitment practices. The
results have more positive outcomes for
the workers.

18

The project aims to improve enforcement
to combat labour exploitation and
decreasing the social constructs that
enable this situation on fishing vessels in
Indonesia and the Philippines.
HRC worked with Plan International on the
consultancy assignment of “Labour Supply
Chain Mapping for Indonesia and Foreign
Fishing Vessels”, as part of the Safe Seas
Project.
The project identifies points of risk in the
labour supply chain that leads to abusive
labour practices within the existing legal
regulatory frameworks of Indonesia and of
those
destination
countries
from
recruitment,
hiring,
and
placement
processes and mechanisms.
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Global Labor Justice-International Labor
Rights Forum (GLJ-ILRF) - Seafood
Campaign Consultant

Seafood Working Group - Submission
of Comments to the 2021 Trafficking in
Persons (TIP) Report

In 2014, International Labor Rights Forum
(ILRF) convened the Seafood Working
Group (SWG), a global coalition of human
rights,
labour
and
environmental
organizations that work together to
develop and advocate for effective
government policies and industry actions
to end the related problems of labour
exploitation, illegal fishing and overfishing
in the international seafood trade.

In collaboration with Global Labor Justice
– International Labor Rights Forum (GLJ –
ILRF) and Greenpeace, and on behalf of
the Seafood Working Group, HRC
submitted a report to the US Department
of State concerning the ranking of Taiwan
in the 2021 Trafficking in Persons (TIP)
Report.

At the beginning of 2020. ILRF
approached HRC. We came into
supporting the drafting of a diagnostic to
identify entry points for the Seafood
Working
Group
to
support
local
movements in Taiwan that are pushing for
reform and to end forced labour in the
fishing industry.
Since then, HRC has been working with the
Seafood Working Group to support the
development and implementation of its
advocacy strategies with the Taiwanese
NGOs.
Under the strategies developed, we
amplify and support the Taiwanese NGOs
to connect with the wider international
stakeholders. For example, through
facilitating monthly workshops, we support
the Taiwanese groups to connect with
Indonesian NGOs who serve the Indonesian
fishermen who returned from Taiwanese
fishing vessels to create transnational
collaboration and dialogues.
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Taiwan has been listed in the Tier 1 list,
which is the highest-ranking, for 12
consecutive years; however, numerous
investigations and research studies have
shown that there are ongoing concerns
around human trafficking in the distant
water fishing industry in Taiwan and that the
government has failed to sufficiently
address these problems.
Intending to downgrade Taiwan’s ranking in
the 2021 TIP Report and to urge the
Taiwanese government to improve the
human rights situation in the fishing sector,
HRC has worked with both local and
international NGOs from the Seafood
Working Group (SWG) to submit a report
to the U.S. Department of State in March
2021.
Even though Taiwan maintained its Tier 1
ranking this year (2021), HRC, together
with its partner organisations from the
SWG,
organised
an
online
press
conference on 8th July 2021 to emphasise
how the U.S. Department of State has
missed the opportunity to incentivise the
Taiwanese government to strengthen its
anti-trafficking efforts. Attended by more
than 70 journalists, governmental officials,
and NGO workers, we have successfully
raised awareness among the public and
drew the attention of the government
agencies in Taiwan to this issue.
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Winrock International – Survivors’
Perspectives
on
Successful
Reintegration After Trafficking
In association with the United States
Agency for International Development
(USAID) Asia Counter Trafficking in Persons
Project and Winrock International, HRC
implemented a research project “Survivors’
Perspectives on Successful Reintegration
After Trafficking” together with the Institute
of Development Studies (IDS).
In this project, we listened to the
experiences of trafficking survivors in
Bangladesh and Cambodia in their
reintegration journeys from the survivors’
perspectives and in their own words. The
project focused on discussions around the
reintegration of survivors as agents in
shaping their own lives, presenting
evidence and opinions from survivors
themselves about the most effective
support systems and approaches to
reintegration, rather than from the
perspective of service providers.
This project has enabled us to develop a
better understanding of survivors’ own
agency
–
especially
their
deep
understanding based on their experiences,
their powerful stories, and their insights
about what success might look like and
how it can be achieved.
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British Institute of International and
Comparative
Law
(BIICL)
–
Determinants of Anti-Trafficking Efforts
for Bahrain
Together with the British Institute of
International and Comparative Law (BIICL),
HRC explored the determinants of antitrafficking efforts in Bahrain.
This project aimed at answering the
practical question asked by anti-trafficking
actors, namely, “what is likely to result in
positive changes to anti-trafficking efforts?”
Beyond looking at existing indicators, the
project goes to the source and captures
the views of experts and stakeholders
working in counter-trafficking at the
national level, including legislators, policymakers, and service providers.
The BIICL project is a two-year project
funded by the US Department of State
(Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking
in Persons). In order to achieve the
objective set out above, HRC undertook a
series of inter-related activities, including a
series of case studies implemented by
National Research Consultants in Bahrain.
Stakeholders consulted include people
working for governments, academics,
lawyers, service providers, and those
working for relevant NGOs and other civil
society organisations. The HRC team
worked to analyse the factors that have
yielded improved political will and
capacity in national governments to
address trafficking in persons, and the
existing efforts being put into measures to
combat different forms of trafficking.
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Winrock International – Understanding
Experience of the Victim Identification
Process for Survivors of Human
Trafficking
Funded by Winrock International, HRC and
the Institute of Development Studies (IDS)
are implementing a research project
“Understanding Experience of the Victim
Identification Process for Survivors of
Human Trafficking” that started in January
2021.
This project is designed to compare
challenges and opportunities for better
“victim identification” across origin and
destination countries as well as between
survivors and the formal counter-trafficking
system of three countries: Bangladesh,
Cambodia, and Taiwan. Local research
teams have been selected in this project
for data collection which includes
conducting key informant interviews and
life history-style interviews with survivors of
trafficking.
With the local knowledge and language
skills of the local research team members,
not only more survivors and frontline
workers have been identified for this study,
IDS and HRC have also been able to
collect more firsthand and reliable
information
about
trafficking
victim
identification. Aligning with HRC’s value of
empowering local young professionals and
prioritising local knowledge, we are more
than delighted to work with local
consultants in this research project.

21
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Case Study: Our Work Bringing Together
Local and International Organisations

So far, HRC has supported the SWG to:

In 2019, the Global Labour Justice International Labour Rights Forum (GLJ-ILRF)
and its initiative "the Seafood Working
Group (SWG)" were searching for
consultants to support their potential
regional expansion - to diagnose the
suitability and feasibility to expand their
advocacy work from Thailand to Taiwan.
The Seafood Working Group is a global
coalition of human rights, labour and
environmental organisations that work
together to develop and advocate for
effective government policies and industry
actions to end forced labour in the
international seafood trade, including 28
official members and 60 participating
organisations.
GLJ-ILRF found HRC to support the
identification of entry points for the SWG to
work in Taiwan's fishing industry. HRC
continues to support SWG and collaborate
to fight slavery in the seafood industry.
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Produce 1 Trafficking in Persons Report
submission to the US Department of
States
Hold 1 international press conference
(8th July 2021)
Coordinate with 8 local organisations in
Taiwan to protect and promote labour
rights
Develop advocacy activity plans to
build the strength of the fishermen,
promote labour rights, and end illegal,
unreported, and unregulated (IUU)
fishing and overfishing
Hold multiple Solidarity & Knowledge
Exchange online workshop between
Indonesian and Taiwanese labour rights
organisations

We support SWG to engage with local
CSOs and worker-led organisations, as well
as foster the connections between the
international community and the local
organisations in Taiwan to find solutions to
labour, social, and environmental issues.
HRC will continue collaborating with fellow
organisations to advocate for social justice
for foreign workers in the seafood industry
by
means
of
holding
workshops,
empowering labours, and developing
policy suggestions that will lead to a more
sustainable and just working environment.
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Selected Publications
Publications HRC have contributed to are a great source of information on modern slavery and its
various forms (human trafficking, forced labour, child labour, sex trafficking, among others.) HRC’s
publications reflect what we have achieved as a growing social enterprise and what we envision to end
modern slavery, globally. Listed below are some of the key publications (click the report titles to
download and read the reports).

1. Labor Abuse In Taiwan’s Seafood
Industry & Local Advocacy For Reform
This report identifies entry points for the Seafood Working
Group to support local movements in Taiwan that are
pushing for reform and to end forced labour in the fishing
industry. It includes a profile of the industry and the
workforce, a mapping of local labour movements and their
demands, and practical guidelines to help international
advocacy organisations engage.

2. Survivors’ Perspectives on Successful
Reintegration after Trafficking
This in-depth research conducted in Bangladesh and
Cambodia centres discussion about reintegration around
survivors as agents in shaping their own lives, presenting
evidence and opinions from survivors themselves about the
most effective support systems and approaches to
reintegration, rather than from the perspective of service
providers.

3. Delta 8.7 Markets Policy Guide
This Policy Guide provides a highly credible and current
articulation of what we know about the global and national
policies needed to accelerate progress towards Target 8.7
in a format that is useful for policy actors. They provide a
snapshot of “what works” to achieve Target 8.7. This Guide
will help us understand “What actually works to end
modern slavery in the context of markets?” and will help to
highlight areas where evidence is strong and areas where it
is lacking.
23
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4. China’s Role in Preventing Modern
Slavery in Myanmar’s Jade Mines
The first of its kind, this report analyses how and why Chinese
corporates and markets involved in jade mining could assert
their influence and apply pressure to conflict groups to
change and reduce modern slavery practice in Myanmar.
With this report, Humanity Research Consultancy calls on
China to adopt legislation and policies on supply chain due
diligence.

5. It is Not Humane to Clean Human Shit:
Report on the Systematic Prevalence of
Forced Labour in the Form of Manual
Scavenging in India
This report presents the developments concerned with
manual scavenging in India in the past 20 years (2000-2020),
understanding what became better and worse in terms of
laws, stakeholder mapping, and media engagement. It
envisions to keep the national and international community
engaged in the issues of forced labour, calling for their
concerted efforts to end manual scavenging in India.

6. The Marginalised — An Overview of the
Migrant Domestic Workers in Taiwan
This report sets out the big picture of the condition of
migrant domestic workers (MDWs) in Taiwan by looking at
the most relevant laws and policies, stakeholders, and
initiatives that have shaped their lives in this country. This
report is written with the objective of understanding the
facts and statistics, the overall working environment of, and
the stakeholders involved with the MDWs in Taiwan.
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Launching Our Video Stories Page

On 30 October 2020, we launched our
educational page on ‘Video Stories of
Modern Slavery‘ aiming to use visual
content and case studies to raise awareness
on modern slavery. So far, we have
collected 33 publicly available videos/
documentaries/ short films, showing the
stories to raise public awareness.
The video stories are a powerful way to
inform and educate anyone (a beginner as
well as an expert) about modern slavery
and its various forms. We have gathered a
collection of some of the best and key
reflective videos from across the globe that
will not only infuse anyone with knowledge
around modern slavery but will also
compel them to think about the diverse
realities that we all live in.

Why do we urge everyone to watch our
video stories?

Visual images and videos create a more
vivid and long-lasting impact on our
minds, enabling us to remember more
and learn better.
Video stories help us to understand
diverse and critical concepts within a
short time frame, especially in this
exceedingly fast-paced world with
strict time constraints.
Not only this, the video stories will help
inform businesses of the need to ensure
responsibility and accountability and secure
ethical supply chains to end human rights
abuses.
While these video stories depict the harsh
reality of life that many people are living,
they also generate hope, determination,
and a collective will to end modern
slavery, globally.

If someone is unfamiliar with the issues
of modern slavery, stories become a
great way to establish a base for
building knowledge around it.
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Our First Fellowship

Picture: First Fellowship Programme, September- November 2020

We conducted our first Fellowship Training
Programme on the theme/ topic of
becoming a research consultant combating
modern slavery, from 19th September to
28th November in the year 2020.
As an approach to meet HRC’s goal of
providing young local researchers with
opportunities to engage with consultancy
work using their local wisdom, this twelveweek programme focussed on empowering
ten young and passionate Asian and African
professionals in tackling issues around
extreme human rights abuses and looking to
develop a career in this field.
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Our fellows were researchers from Bahrain,
Ethiopia, India, Palestine, Taiwan, and
Uganda. Apart from participating in learning
sessions and engaging with discussions, the
fellows conducted a teamwork project
throughout the training. The goal of this task
was to create an opportunity for them to
experience the day-to-day working of a
research consultant in an international
development sector, including working
virtually with team members from around
the world and writing client-oriented
reports.
In the final session, our fellows presented
their projects on the topics of sex
trafficking, human trafficking, and forced
labour. Each of them utilised their mother
language skills to explore and analyse the
issues of modern slavery in their home
countries. The fellowship manifested the
diversity of this pool of young academics
and the value of their local knowledge and
experiences.
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Our Partners
Modern slavery and extreme human rights
abuse happen in every country, and global
collaboration is much needed to effectively
address the crimes against humanity.
Building on our belief of “local insights,
global impact”, we have partnered with
three local frontline organisations that are
addressing issues in the local context, in
Taiwan, Indonesia, and Kenya. Our
partnerships aim to create synergy,
exchange information, and amplify the
voice of our local partners, to protect and
promote the human rights of people,
especially the most vulnerable and
marginalised.

Missing Child Kenya
Established in 2016, Missing Child Kenya. is
a community-led portal that works with
organisations and individuals in the child
protection sector and the public to help
share information on missing children using
various media platforms and increase search
efforts at no cost to the affected families.
Until February 2021, Missing Child Kenya
has found 496 missing children and helped
them reunited with their families.

Taiwan Yilan Migrant Fishermen Union
Established in 2013, Taiwan Yilan Migrant
Fishermen Union (YMFU) was the first labour
union formed by migrant workers in Taiwan.
It has 110 members from Indonesia and the
Philippines working in the offshore and
coastal fishing industry. YMFU provides
individual
assistance
to
workers,
investigates labour issues, negotiates with
employers,
files
complaints,
and
coordinates legal assistance. The secretarygeneral, Allison Li-Hua Lee, was honoured
as a Trafficking in Persons Hero by the U.S.
Department of State in 2017.
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Centre
for
Human
Multiculturalism, and Migration

Rights,

Established in 2017, the Centre for Human
Rights, Multiculturalism, and Migration
(CHRM2) is part of the University of
Jember’s strategic Centres within Southeast
Asia to promote research and collaboration
in the specialised areas of human rights,
multiculturalism,
and
migration
with
cognate disciplines.
Recently the Centre has provided
consultancy for the elimination of child
marriage in Bondowoso District for three
years from 2017 until 2019, an academic
examination for the revocation of the Law
No. 3/2001 on Anti-Prostitute in Jember
District, and research on the social and
economic impact on the application of the
Indonesian
Presidential
Decree
No.
125/2016 on Refugees.
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Building a Network of Consultants from
Around the World
We are extremely proud to have a network of consultants from all around the world. Our
consultants join us from around 25 countries (we have consultants in around 50 countries that are not
directly in our pool of consultants, but, collaborate with us as projects come up) and they not only
resemble the diversity across the globe in the context of nationalities, cultural beliefs, languages
spoken, etc. but also represent heterogeneity in showcasing expertise in their areas of work.
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HRC has a diverse pool of consultants. Our
team comprises young professionals and
experts who are passionate to end modern
slavery.
These
professionals
have
backgrounds in international relations,
development studies, international law,
public policy, and other relevant fields,
and have extensive knowledge on issues
around modern slavery in their country of
origin/residence.

We bring in enriching discussion subjects,
for example, organ harvesting, a form of
modern slavery that is less understood, or
how technology such as AI can be
supporting our work, or our countryspecific local news and updates and create
synergy to keep working hard to end
modern slavery in our own capacities.

We organize virtual meetings and gettogether with our global and multicultural
team of consultants every alternate month.
In one get-together, a dominant theme that
emerged from this activity was resilience
and hope in the time of the pandemic that
affected
everyone
differently.
It
encouraged us all to seek truth and
knowledge to end modern slavery globally
and hope for social change.

The purpose of these get-togethers and
virtual meetings is to bring people together
to create synergy, to learn from one
another, and to further cherish “where we
all come from". We celebrate the diversity
in this amazing team.
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The Voice of Our Consultants

"We’re a distance away from ending modern
slavery. However, I know I’m here to be a
part of the change, and day by day, we’re
another step towards a world without
slavery. We’ll get there."

Sharlene Chen
Associate Consultant, HRC

"My journey with HRC has been incredible from being in the Fellowship Programme to
becoming an Associate Consultant. Working
to advance international development and
ensure social justice, I see potential in even
small yet collective local and global efforts to
end modern slavery. Together, we can and we
must end slavery, so we can gift our future
generations a world free from exploitation
and servitude."

Deeksha Sharma
Associate Consultant, HRC
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"The world is full of injustices and inequalities.
But I am grateful that God has raised warriors to
fight for righteousness and justice. Through
research and networking, HRC is breaking free
from the chains of modern slavery. Every human
has the right to live in dignity and with integrity."

Scheree Herrera
Senior Consultant, HRC

“Modern slavery is more complicated to understand
and therefore it becomes challenging to combat it.
Working with a multinational and multicultural
team at HRC that has diverse experiences and
knowledge has strengthened my understanding
around slavery. I’ve developed different
perspectives that could be used in the future
research around this issue. It is a pleasure for me to
be a part of this team.”

Khalil Buhazaa
Senior Consultant, HRC

"Being a passionate advocate for social justice and
human rights for everyone, I believe that every
small action matters in the fight for social justice."

Sidita Trimi
Associate Consultant, HRC
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"The severity of modern-day slavery is much
deeper than we all think. There may be times
when we all feel powerless to fight against a
broken system, but there must never be a time
when we fail to expose it."

Betelhem Hailmariyam Bekele
Associate Consultant, HRC

HRC’s mission to end modern slavery involves
empowering local actors and utilising local
knowledge. My experience at HRC – from being in
the Fellowship Programme to a consultant working
on global projects – has allowed me to use my
unique perspective to inform and educate. To create a
better world, we must value diversity of all kinds

Ali Adenwala
Associate Consultant, HRC

"We always think that to improve our society we
must carry out great projects. However, the truth
is that change starts small and every action
counts. Let’s start reflecting on the small decisions
we make every day and join forces to achieve a
world with less discrimination and human
exploitation."

Chiara Marinelli
Consultant, HRC
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For more information about Humanity Research Consultancy, please see: https://humanity-consultancy.com/
For report content and design related queries, please contact: deeksha.s@humanity-consultancy.com
For any other queries, please contact: mina.c@humanity-consultancy.com
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